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The evaporation/condensation coefficient () and the evaporation rate () for n-dodecane vs.
temperature, gas pressure, gas and liquid density, and solvation effects at a droplet surface are
analysed using quantum chemical DFT calculations of several ensembles of conformers of ndodecane molecules in the gas phase (hybrid functional ωB97X-D with the cc-pVTZ and cc-pVDZ
basis sets) and in liquid phase (solvation method SMD/ωB97X-D). It is shown that  depends more
strongly on a number of neighbouring molecules interacting with an evaporating molecule at a droplet
surface (this number is estimated through changes in the surface Gibbs free energy of solvation) than
on pressure in the gas phase or conformerisation and cross-conformerisation of molecules in both
phases. Thus, temperature and the surrounding effects at droplet surfaces are the dominant factors
affecting the values of  for n-dodecane molecules. These values are shown to be similar (at reduced
temperatures T/Tc < 0.8) or slightly larger (at T/Tc > 0.8) than the values of  calculated by the MD FF
methods. This endorses the reliability of the previously developed classical approach to estimation of

 by the MD FF methods, except at temperatures close to the critical temperature.
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I.

INTRODUCTION
Processes of the evaporation of liquids and condensation of vapours play important roles in

nature, agriculture, industry, and medicine.1-6 These processes have various features in huge (e.g.
oceans, seas, lakes, rivers, and soils) and relatively small (sprays, Diesel engines, droplets sessile at a
flat surface or located in porous media) systems.4-39 The evaporation/condensation processes depend
strongly on ambient conditions (temperature, pressure, free or restricted volumes of liquid and gas,
droplet sizes, gas flow rate and level of turbulence) and types of evaporating/condensing compounds
(sizes, structure, and polarity of molecules, mixture composition of liquids, presence and type of
solutes).2-15 The type of compound determines the characteristics of intermolecular interactions in
liquids affecting the rates of evaporation and condensation depending on a number of parameters,
including temperature, and total and partial gas (vapour) pressures.2,3,5-15 Our analysis is focused on nalkane droplets with predominant van-der-Waals (vdW) intermolecular interactions. The approach
developed in this paper, however, is relatively general and can be applied to both small and large
systems with nonpolar or polar compounds since it is focused mainly on the changes in the Gibbs free
energy occurring due to transfer of a molecule from a liquid surface to the gas phase during
evaporation and vice versa during condensation at various temperatures and pressures.
The evaporation and condensation of droplets have been studied using both experimental
methods and theoretical modelling based on hydrodynamic and kinetic approaches.5-15 Two
parameters, the evaporation/condensation coefficient () and the evaporation rate (), have been used
to describe these processes. The evaporation rate, , was considered in a number of papers based on
quantum chemical (QC) methods.38-41 It was studied for n-alkane molecules in the C8-C27 range for
molecular clusters and nanodroplets.40,41 The analysis was based on the QC solvation (SMD) method
and the kinetic gas theory, assuming that the system is in a state of thermodynamic equilibrium, i.e.
the evaporation and condensation rates are equal. The kinetic gas theory was applied to estimate the
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collision rate of molecules/clusters/nanodroplets in the gas phase. An increase in the molecular size of
evaporating alkanes resulted in a strong decrease in the values of .
The evaporation/condensation coefficient, , is particularly important for kinetic modelling,
where it is used for formulation of the kinetic boundary conditions at the surface of the droplet.6,8
There are several theoretical methods and techniques used to estimate the values of  vs. temperature,
total and partial pressures, and liquid/gas/vapour composition. In the molecular dynamics (MD)
approach6,8,35-37, interactions between individual molecules are described by the non-reactive or
reactive force fields (FF) or quantum chemical methods. Ab initio, density functional theory (DFT),
and semiempirical QC methods are used alongside MD, trajectory, dynamic reaction coordinate, and
other techniques.38-41 It was shown that the QC ab initio and DFT methods with appropriate basis sets
lead to more accurate modelling of the evaporation and condensation processes than semiempirical or
MD FF methods. However, QC ab initio and DFT methods require much longer computation time for
much smaller droplets (clusters or nanodroplets) than MD FF. These two approaches are essentially
complementary and the comparison between them can be used to justify the range of applicability of
classical MD FF.
The intermolecular bonds in droplets with nonpolar or weakly polar organics (e.g. normal, isoand cycloalkanes, and aromatics) are of the vdW type42 characterised by relatively weak short-range
forces (permanent dipole  permanent dipole, permanent dipole  induced dipole, and transitory
dipole  transitory dipole interactions) controlling the behaviour of Lennard-Jones (LJ) fluids.43,44 The
vdW type of intermolecular interactions allow one to simplify the modelling using the molecular
mechanics (MM) and MD methods with various vdW and LJ FF.6,8,13-15 The models were applied to
both individual liquids and complex mixtures including a number of compounds which can be
evaporated under various conditions.43-51 The reliability and the accuracy of MD FF approaches to
modelling the temperature/pressure behaviour of liquid droplets and determination of the functions
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(T) and (T) under various conditions, however, still needs to be investigated. The present work is
focused on the analysis of  as a function of temperature, pressure, gas and liquid density, and surface
surrounding effects affecting the interaction of evaporating molecules with neighbouring molecules.
The analysis is based on the transition state theory (TST) and quantum chemical DFT methods applied
to several ensembles of conformers of n-dodecane molecules. In contrast to the previous studies,6,8 in
this paper the TST is based on a more accurate QC DFT approach taking into account the
conformerisation of n-dodecane molecules. As in the previous studies (e.g.41), n-dodecane is
considered as a representative of n-alkanes in Diesel fuel. The results are compared with the values of

 previously computed using the MD FF methods.6,8,13-15,36,37,52
II.

COMPUTATION METHODS
Quantum chemical (QC) calculations were carried out using the density functional theory

(DFT) method with a hybrid functional ωB97X-D53-55 (labelled as wB97XD in Gaussian 09) and two
(cc-pVTZ (larger) and cc-pVDZ (smaller)) basis sets with the Gaussian 09 program suite.53 The
geometry of n-dodecane conformers was optimised using ωB97X-D/cc-pVTZ. All calculations were
performed taking into account zero-point and thermal (calculating vibrational spectra) corrections to
the Gibbs free energy of each conformer of n-dodecane. The solvation effects for n-dodecane
conformers in n-dodecane medium were analysed based on the application of the solvation method
SMD56 implemented in Gaussian 09. This allowed us to compute the Gibbs free energy of solvation,
ΔGs = Gl  Gg, where Gl and Gg are the Gibbs free energies of a molecule in the liquid and gas media,
respectively.
Functional ωB97X-D, used in our analysis, introduces empirical damped atom-pairwise
dispersion terms into the functional containing range-separated Hartree-Fock exchange for improved
description of the vdW interactions.53-57 Therefore this functional was selected to obtain more
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adequate results for n-dodecane conformers in the gas and liquid (SMD) phases than those obtained
previously using functional B3LYP. 40,41 To analyse the basis set size effects, the calculations were
carried out using cc-pVTZ and cc-pVDZ, providing 724 and 298 basis functions for an n-dodecane
molecule respectively.
A batch of QC DFT calculations was carried out at various temperatures. Also, the temperature
effects were estimated using QC results at T0 = 298.15 K and certain temperature-dependent
corrections for ΔGlg(T) = Gg(T)  Gl(T) and ΔGgl(T) (see Supplementary Information (SI)58).
For visualisation of the fields around molecules, the TorchLite (version 10.3, 2014) program
was used.59,60 Although all interactions at a molecular level are electrostatic in origin, the whole
electrostatic field surrounding the molecule can be split into four types of interactions or fields, which
correspond to (i) predominantly hydrophobic interactions, (ii) vdW attraction forces, and electrostatic
fields dominated by (iii) electropositive or (iv) electronegative atoms or ions. In the field visualisation
approach each atom or group of atoms is considered as a “field point” of one of these four types; all
field points give continuous fields.59,60 For n-alkanes, the first two fields are the dominant.
Visualisation of molecular structures was also performed with the help of the ChemCraft (version
1.7/382) program.61
Previous QC MD and dynamic reaction coordinate calculations showed40,41 that linear,
flexible, and relatively long (~1.6 nm) n-dodecane molecules can change their conformation in both
liquid and gas phases, and these dynamic changes increase and become faster at higher temperatures.
Changes in the conformer structures of n-alkanes can easily occur, especially at high temperatures,
due to relatively low barriers to the rotations of CH2 groups around CC bonds.43,44 This suggests that
the effects of both the conformerisation and cross-conformerisation (changes in conformer state
during transfer into another phase) of n-dodecane molecules (CDM) should be considered during
calculations of  and  (see SI58).
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Several approaches to the definition of the evaporation/condensation coefficient  were used
(see SI). Firstly, the averaged condensation coefficient g, which is close to the evaporation
coefficient for the systems in equilibrium or quasi-equilibrium state, can be estimated in terms of
thermodynamic potentials34,51

1  g

g

 Gv l 
 exp 
,
RT



(1)

where ΔGvl = Gl  Gv is the difference between the Gibbs free energies of molecules in a liquid and a
vacuum, and averaging is carried out following Eqs. (S1) and (S2) (see SI). The values of <g(T)> can
be corrected using averaged (over a set of conformers) function g obtained from the following
equation

1  g

g
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.
 RT 

(2)

where ΔGlv is the change in the Gibbs free energy upon transfer of a molecule from liquid state into
a vacuum to form the gas phase. The value of <g> should be subtracted from <g> to consider the
transfer between gas (instead of vacuum) and liquid phases in equilibrium (or quasi-equilibrium) state:
<Δ(T)> = <g(T)>  <g(T)>.

(3)

Note that ΔGlv > 0, while ΔGvl < 0.
Simplified approaches to estimating the values of  using the TST are based on the
expressions51

V,g  [1  (Vl / Vg )1/3 ]exp(Gev / RT ) ,
V  [1  (Vl / Vg )1/3 ]exp{0.5 / [(Vg / Vl )1/3  1]} ,

(4)
(5)

where Vl and Vg are the specific volumes of the liquid and gas phases, respectively. Subscript V
indicates that the expression for β explicitly depends on the specific volumes. The definitions of all
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constants and coefficients and more detailed description of equations are given in the SI. Averaged
(over a set of conformers) values of β (  ) are also used later in the paper (see SI58).
The CDM effects, which can contribute to the Gibbs free energies of evaporation, Gev(T),
and solvation, Gs(T), were analysed using the MSTor program62,63 applied to n-dodecane at 3001200 K. Ninety five stable conformers (see Tables S1-S3 in SI58) were selected based on the changes
in the Gibbs free energy from 1000 conformers generated by ConfGen62 and analysed using
MSTor.62,63 Note that the numbers referring to conformers under consideration (see Table S158) are
random and do not depend on the value of G (see Tables S2 and S358). This was done to obtain a
relatively random set of conformers at various N  95 characterised by wide distributions of the values
of G. The details of calculations are given in SI58.

III.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

There are several sets of factors which are expected to affect the evaporation/condensation
processes of n-dodecane droplets. Firstly, these are those linked to structure, population, and
transformation of various conformers of n-dodecane in the gas and liquid phases. Secondly, these are
those due to features of the surroundings of the molecules at the surface and in the bulk of droplets
and those related to orientation of evaporating/condensing molecules and a number of neighbouring
molecules at the droplet surface. Thirdly, these are temperature, total and partial gas pressures, liquid
and gas densities. Most of these factors will be analysed below using the QC approaches enhanced by
empirical or model corrections.
The orientation of relatively long n-dodecane molecules (e.g. unbent conformer S1 is
approximately 1.6 nm long) at the surfaces of droplets can affect the values of . This orientation
affects a number of neighbours of an evaporating molecule,40,41 and, therefore, the energy which needs
be spent to remove the molecule into the gas phase (or into the interfacial layer) from the droplet
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surface. During condensation of n-dodecane molecules, the orientation of attacking molecules relative
to the droplet surface and molecules at this surface (see Fig. 1a and Fig. S1 in SI58) can affect the
accommodation coefficient.40,41

FIG. 1. (a) A nanodroplet (cluster) with 64 n-dodecane molecules used in the MD modelling of heating at 293 K for 20 ps
and then at 400 K for 20 ps using MM+ FF (VEGA ZZ64 with NAMD65); (b, c) visualisation of the vdW, hydrophobic
(describing regions with high hydrophobicity), and negative (due to positive charges on the H atoms) fields around the
molecules (calculated using TorchLite59,60) for (b) individual conformers (S1, S12, S90, and S94) and (c) conformers
merged in dimers S1 & S12 and S90 & S94.

The analysis of these effects within the scope of the TST was based on consideration of corrected
surface Gibbs free energy of solvation wΔGs at w < 1 instead of ΔGs (as a measure of ΔGev) calculated
for molecules in the bulk liquid. The correction factor w in ΔGev = ΔGlg = wΔGs was used.41
Parameter w < 1 takes into account that the number of neighbours of an evaporating molecule at a
surface is smaller than in the bulk liquid. Using 3D models of droplets,40,41 one can assume that the
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value of w can be smaller for bent conformers and is expected to be in the range of 0.25 – 1. This
effect was analysed for several conformers located perpendicular (w = 1, the evaporating molecule is
located completely inside the droplet) or parallel (w ≈ 5/8, the evaporating molecule is semisubmerged in the surface layer of the droplet) to the surface of the droplet (Fig. 2).

FIG. 2. Condensation coefficient vs. temperature: (a) g with two orientations of a molecule at the surface of a liquid ndodecane droplet normal to the surface (w = 1) or parallel to the surface (w = 5/8)40,41 for conformers S1, S2, S4, and S90.
T0 is the temperature for both phases in QC calculations. (b) Averaged  (symbols) and  V (curves) with CDM at
w = 0.25, 0.3333, 0.5, 0.625, 0.75 and 1 (arrows correspond to increased values of w) and curves calculated based on
arithmetic averaging (curves 1 and 2). Calculations were carried out using ωB97X-D/cc-pVTZ and SMD/ωB97X-D/ccpVTZ for (a) selected conformers and (b) a collection of selected 73 conformers (see Table S258) at pressure of 0.35 MPa.

The MD FF approach can be used for modelling thermal swelling and evaporation of an ndodecane nanodroplet (see Fig. 1a and Fig. S1 in SI58). The results based on this approach, as well as
previous QC calculations,40,41 indicate the presence of various orientations of the molecules at the
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surface, as well as in the gas phase. Also, the molecules in both phases represent an ensemble of
various conformers (see Fig. 1b and Table S1 in SI58). Strongly bent molecules (e.g. conformers S90
and S94 (Fig. 1)) are characterised by vdW and negative fields, different (especially around chain
inflection) from those around linear (S1) or slightly bent (S12) ones (Fig. 1b,c). The former are
characterised by higher values of the Gibbs free energy G (see Tables S2 and S3) than the latter. Small
patches of negative fields (Fig. 1b,c) are attributed to positive charges on the H atoms (small negative
charges are on the C atoms). These charges on the H atoms around the bent fragment increase from
0.08-0.09 a.u. in S1 to 0.11-0.12 a.u. in S90 or S94. Note that solvation in the n-dodecane medium
results in a small increase in the atom charges in n-dodecane conformers. The changes in the fields
around strongly bent conformers (Fig. 1b,c) can affect intermolecular interactions (Fig. 1c), and,
therefore, the evaporation/condensation processes for various conformers.
At w =1 (i.e. an evaporating molecule is completely imbedded into the droplet), the process is
characterised by greater values of g (and smaller values of ) in comparison with a molecule drifting
parallel to the surface (Fig. 2a). The values of  V and   decrease (by two times or more at T/Tc
= 0.6-0.8) with decreasing values of w from 1 to 1/2  1/4 (Fig. 2b). However, at higher temperatures
(T/Tc > 0.85) this effect seemed to be less visible. In our calculations, w = 5/8 is used as an average
value for surface molecules, since the curves averaged by w (Fig. 2b, curves 1 and 2) are located close
to the corresponding curves calculated at w = 5/8. Thus, molecules with bent chains and upright
portions above the droplet surface plane can be more easily evaporated due to smaller contact area
with neighbouring molecules, despite slightly increased polarisation of the bent chain (Fig. 1). This is
one of the reasons for enhancement of the evaporation rate and reduction of the values of  due to the
CDM effects. It should be noted that a sample ensemble with 73 conformers (used in the calculations
with cc-pVTZ, Fig. 2b) is sufficiently wide to study the CDM effects (vide infra).
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Molecules located in the interfacial layer outside the liquid droplet (see Fig. S1b-e in SI58)
undergo weak intermolecular interactions with molecules at the droplet surface. The difference in the
Gibbs free energies of molecules in the gas phase and the interfacial layer is much smaller than that
for the molecules in the gas and liquid phases. Therefore, it is not easy to estimate the values of  for
transfer of the molecules between the interfacial layer and the gas phase in terms of the changes in the
Gibbs free energy (the value of w should be very small, < 0.1, for the interfacial layer). This could be
done within the QC MD modelling,40,41 and is not studied in our paper.
Note that the formation of vapour bubbles inside bulk liquid at T  Tb  489.5 K (boiling point
of n-dodecane) can enhance the evaporation process. The value of w for molecules evaporated into the
bubbles can be greater than that for the molecules evaporated from the outer surface of droplets due to
different signs of the surface curvature in these two cases. Therefore, the evaporation from the outer
surface of droplets is faster than that into the bubbles. The bubble formation and the contribution of
the interfacial layer are not studied in our paper.
Also, the values of  depend on the CDM in both phases and the details of the process of
transfer between these phases. If the evaporation occurs without changes in the conformer structure,
the orientation effects at the surface are predominant (Fig. 2a).40,41 If CDM occurs during the transfer
process, the value of g is lower for condensed conformers having higher Gibbs free energy in the gas
phase than in the liquid phase. For example, the value of g is lower for S1g  S4l transfer (see Fig.
2a, curve 7) than that for S4g  S1l transfer (see Fig. 2a, curve 8) as S1 is a more stable conformer
than S4 in both phases (see Tables S2 and S3 in SI58). The values of T0 (298.15 or 450.0 K) for both
phases in QC calculations of the Gibbs free energy weakly affect the values of g calculated with
corrections described by Eq. (S4)58 (see Fig. 2a, curves 1 and 2 or 5 and 6). Therefore, the main part
of the QC calculations was performed at T0 = 298.15 K with the temperature corrections based on Eq.
(S4)58.
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The density distribution functions of the changes in the Gibbs free energy during transfer of
conformers between the gas and liquid phases or for CDM in the same phase (Fig. 3) can be
calculated using the following equation66
N

f (G )  (2 2 ) 0.5  exp[ (Gi  G ) 2 / 2 2 ] ,
i 1

(6)

where  is the distribution variance.

FIG. 3. The Gibbs free energy distribution functions, f(ΔG) for conformerisation during the transfer between phases ΔGgl
and ΔGlg or in the same phase (ΔGgg (solid lines) and ΔGll (dot-dashed lines) (2)) or, calculated from Eq. (6) at  =
0.5 kJ/mol for 73 conformers (see Table S258) with the cc-pVTZ basis set (lower curves) and 95 conformers with the ccpVDZ basis set (upper curves)

This function for a smaller ensemble (73 conformers, calculated using cc-pVTZ) has a shape similar
to that for a larger ensemble of 95 conformers (cc-pVDZ) (see Fig. 3). However, the latter is
characterised by higher peaks due to the larger number of samples in the ensemble. Therefore, the
calculations with the larger basis set (cc-pVTZ) were carried out for a smaller ensemble of the
conformers than was used in the calculations with the cc-pVDZ basis set.
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FIG. 4. (a) Effects of pressure (0.1, 0.35, 1, 3.5 and 10 MPa) in the gas phase on the average values of the
evaporation/condensation coefficient ( V ); (b)  V (lower curves) and   (upper curves) for 73 (curves 1 and 3)
and 95 (curves 2 and 4) conformers calculated using cc-pVTZ and cc-pVDZ, respectively; (c)  V ,  V,g , 

and

g ; and (d) g (curve 1) without correction using Eq. (S4),58  (curve 2) with corrections taking into account the
dependence of the vaporisation enthalpy of n-dodecane on temperature and orientation of molecules at a surface of liquid
n-dodecane (ΔGgl = 5/8 ΔGs at 298.15 K),  V (curve 3), curves 4 and 5 refer to corrected Δ, but without CDM, for
transfers of conformers S1 and S90, respectively. Selected 73 conformers in Figures a-d (see Table S258) calculated with
cc-pVTZ by ωB97X-D and SMD/ωB97X-D and 95 conformers in Figure b (see Table S358) were calculated with the ccpVDZ basis set at (a) various pressures or (b-d) 0.35 MPa.

As mentioned above, pressure in the gas phase affects the value of . According to QC
calculations, using Eqs. (S7) and (S11)58 and CDM, the average values  V increase with increasing
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pressure (see Fig. 4a). The effects of temperature on  V at a constant pressure (volume of the gas
phase increases with T) and at p ~ T (due to restricted volume of the gas phase) are small. These
effects are of the same order of magnitude as those due to CDM.
The effects of the basis sets used (cc-pVTZ or cc-pVDZ) and the number of conformers in the
ensembles (73 or 95 conformers) on the values of  are small (Fig. 4b and Fig. S2). Therefore,
calculations of  for all 95 conformers were carried out only with the smaller cc-pVDZ basis set, and
the larger cc-pVTZ basis set was used for a smaller number of conformers but this set included the
conformers with both minimal and maximal values of G in both phases (see Tables S2 and S3 in SI58).
The difference between the values of  V

and  

can be larger (Fig. 4b) than the one

which can be attributed to ignoring changes in the n-dodecane density in the gas phase (affecting ΔG)
in calculations of the values of   . In contrast to the calculations of  , the values of  V were
computed taking into account changes in the density in both phases with temperature which strongly
affected the exponential part in Eq. (S8)58. The application of Eq. (S7)58 with the exponential part
ignoring changes in the density of n-dodecane in the gas phase gives values of  V,g close to  g
(Fig. 4c). Thus, ignoring the temperature dependence of the n-dodecane density in the gas phase on
calculation of the values of   with CDM, as well as fixing gas pressure used in calculations of the
values of  V with CDM, can lead to overestimation of the values of   and underestimation of
the values of V , since, in the restricted volume, pressure increases with temperature (see Eq.
(S9)58). This leads to the corresponding increase in  V (Fig. 4a).
Analysing the influences of temperature, pressure, and gas/liquid density on , one can
anticipate that the application of Eq. (S4)58 can give better results than direct calculations of the Gibbs
free energy of evaporation Gev(T) = Gs(T) based on the SMD method to calculate Gs(T)) at 0.45
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< T/Tc < 1.0.40,41 The reasons for overestimation of Gs(T) in direct SMD calculations at T > 300 K
can be linked to underestimation of a decrease in the liquid density with temperature. This can affect
some physical characteristics, including permittivity and polarisability, and cause reduction of shortrange intermolecular vdW and other interactions. The latter are related to increased average distances
between molecules. This leads to overestimation of the values of  (Fig. 4d, curve 1) in comparison
with the corrected values of   (Fig. 4d, curve 2), and this difference increases with temperature.
The effect of CDM on the evaporation/condensation processes can be seen from the
comparison of   with CDM correction (Fig. 4d, curve 2) and Δ without CDM correction (see Fig.
4d, curves 4 and 5). Close results (Fig. 4d, curves 4 and 5) observed for S1g  S1l (S1 with the ideal
linear structure has low Gibbs free energy) and S90g  S90l (S90 with a strongly bent structure, see
Fig. 1b and Table S1 in SI58, has high Gibbs free energy, see Tables S2 and S358) can be explained by
similar solvation effects for these conformers. This closeness leads to closeness in the changes in the
Gibbs free energy during evaporation/condensation and solvation processes (Fig. 3). Thus, the
evaporation/condensation process is expected to be affected by the transformation of conformers. This
effect can be related to the fact that the difference in the Gibbs free energy for various conformers in
the gas and liquid phases can be smaller than that for the same conformers in these two phases. As
follows from our analysis,  V <  

in a wide temperature range (see Fig. 4d, curves 2 and 3).

Note that the changes in the gas phase density vs. T and p were taken into account in calculations of

 V , but not those of  .
MD simulations with various potentials and approaches used to compute 14,35 give smaller
values than  g and   obtained using QC taking into account the CDM, especially at T/Tc > 0.7
(Fig. 5). This can be related to the underestimation of intermolecular interactions in the liquid ndodecane, described by the MD FF, and in the gas phase, described by QC, at high temperatures (Fig.
15

5). The values of  V , computed using QC(TST), taking into account the CDM and changes in the
gas phase density, are closer to  than those computed using the MD FF for structureless LJ fluids
and those computed based on a simplified model of an n-dodecane molecule (including United Atom
Model). The values of

V

are slightly larger than the latter only at T/Tc > 0.75 due to

underestimation of intermolecular interactions in the gas phase at high temperatures by MD FF.

FIG. 5. Comparison of the values of the evaporation coefficient, predicted by MD FF (symbols 1-4, curves 5-8) and QC
(curves 9-12) models. Symbols (1-4) refer to the models for structureless LJ fluids with various input parameters,52 curves
5 and 7 refer to the results obtained based on the united atom model reported in13 and in14 respectively, curve 6 refers to
the results of calculations based on the TST model reproduced from13, curve 8 is based on the results of calculations using
the model described by Mizuguchi et al.35 The following QC processes were considered: S90lS1g (curve 9) with ΔGlg =
3.3 kJ/mol at T0 = 298.15 K. Also the curves calculated based on the averaging of the contributions of 73 conformers (see
Table S258) for V (curve 10),  (curve 11) and g (curve 12) at 0.35 MPa and w = 5/8 are presented. QC
calculations were performed using ωB97X-D/cc-pVTZ and SMD/ωB97X-D/cc-pVTZ.

ΔGlg (estimated at T0 = 298.15 K in Eq. (S4)58), corresponding to process S90l  S1g (see
Tables S2 and S3 in SI58), makes a relatively small contribution to the evaporation of n-dodecane
since conformer S90 has ΔGs higher than that of S1 by 23.7 kJ/mol. Therefore, the population of S90
conformers in liquid and gaseous n-dodecane is expected to be small. The same conclusion applies to
other conformers with high Gibbs free energy (Fig. 3). The values of

Gl g

for all possible

transfers for all conformers under consideration are greater than those for S90l  S1g. The values of
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 g and   at T/Tc > 0.65 are greater than  V or those calculated using the MD FF methods
(Fig. 5a).6,8,14
The CDM effect on  decreases with increasing temperature (Fig. 5). The CDM effects on the
changes in the values of  are similar to those due to pressure (Fig. 4a). However, at temperatures
close to Tc the pressure effects are stronger than those of the CDM.
A decrease in the intermolecular vdW interaction energy with temperature due to reduction of
the liquid density results in a decrease in the values of . The increase in the vdW interaction energy
(related to the size of evaporated molecules or increase in the number of neighbours, see Fig. 2b) leads
to a decrease in the values of .40,41 Similar results were obtained for evaporating dimers41 and trimers
of molecules. The CDM effects leading to decreasing in  (see Figs. 4 and 5) cause increasing in the
evaporation rate (Fig. 6, curve 2) and decreasing in the evaporation time (Fig. 6, curve 4) in
comparison with those computed without consideration of the CDM effects (see Fig. 6, curves 1 and
3). These effects are attributed to reduction in the interactions of the evaporating molecules with
neighbours and favourable changes in the Gibbs free energy of evaporation of certain conformers
during their transfer into the gas phase.
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FIG. 6. Comparison of the evaporation rate  (curves 1 and 2) and evaporation time (curves 3 and 4) of an n-dodecane
microdroplet (droplet radius 2.65 m with number of molecules 1.46108 and pressure 3.5 MPa) not taking CDM into
account (curves 1 and 3) and taking CDM into account (curves 2 and 4). 73 conformers (see Table S258) calculated using
ωB97X-D/cc-pVTZ and SMD/ωB97X-D/cc-pVTZ were studied.

IV.

CONCLUSION

The conformation-dependent evaporation/condensation processes of n-dodecane have been
studied using quantum chemical DFT (functional ωB97X-D with the cc-pVTZ and cc-pVDZ basis
sets) and SMD methods. Zero-point and thermal corrections to the Gibbs free energy in the gas phase
and additional solvation terms for the molecules in the liquid phase have been taken into account. The
geometry of 95 conformers has been optimised using ωB97X-D/cc-pVTZ. The transition state theory
(TST) has been applied to estimate the values of the evaporation/condensation coefficient. It is shown
that the effects of conformerisation/cross-conformerisation and changes in the surroundings (number
of adjacent molecules at a droplet surface) of evaporating molecules, as well as temperature, pressure,
and gas and liquid density, play important roles in the evaporation/condensation processes of ndodecane. The range of changes in the Gibbs free energy of small ensembles of selected conformers is
shown to be more important than the numbers of conformers in the ensembles. This allows us to focus
our analysis on only two conformers with maximal and minimal values of G in both phases. The
18

predicted values of  vs. temperature are expected to be close to those inferred from the analysis of all
95 conformers. Changes in the interactions of evaporating molecules with the surroundings in the
surface layer of a droplet are shown to affect  more strongly than the conformerisation and crossconformerisation of the molecules in the gas and liquid phases or pressure in the gas phase. Also, the
CDM effects are shown to be maximal at T/Tc = 0.6-0.7 and decrease with decreasing or increasing
temperatures. They become negligible at T/Tc < 0.55 or T/Tc close to 1.
To enhance the reliability of the approach developed in our study, corrections to be applied in
the analysis of the changes in the Gibbs free energy of evaporating/condensing molecules are
suggested. These corrections are based on (i) the tabulated (experimental) data for the temperature
dependence of the evaporation enthalpy and the density of the gas and liquid phases of n-dodecane,
and (ii) the differences in the surroundings of molecules at a droplet surface and in bulk liquid. The
approach developed in our paper gives values of  which are close to  calculated for structureless LJ
fluids and to  calculated for n-dodecane using MD FF methods, except at temperatures close to the
critical temperatures.
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The CDM effects, which can contribute to the Gibbs free energies of evaporation, Gev(T),
and solvation, Gs(T), were analysed using the MSTor program1,2 applied to n-dodecane at 300-1200
K. Ninety five stable conformers (see Tables S1-S3) were selected based on the changes in the Gibbs
free energy from 1000 conformers generated by ConfGen61 and analysed using MSTor.1,2 Note that
the numbers referring to conformers under consideration (see Table S1) are random and do not depend
on the value of G (see Tables S2 and S3). This was done to obtain a relatively random set of
conformers at various N  95, characterised by wide distributions of the values of G.
The effect of conformerisation of n-dodecane molecules resulted in conformation-dependent
changes in the Gibbs free energy of the molecules in both phases. The Gibbs free energy of the
ensemble of conformers was determined by the formula3
N

GN   RT ln  exp(G j / kBT ) ,

(S1)

j 1

where N is the number of conformers, R is the universal gas constant, kB is the Boltzmann constant,
and T is the temperature. This equation was applied to conformer ensembles in both gas and liquid
phases. The average changes in the Gibbs free energy upon evaporation (or condensation) of a
molecule were estimated as
1

Glg  (GN ,g  GN ,l ) / N ,

(S2)

where subscripts l and g refer to molecules in the liquid and gas phase.
For simplicity, one can assume that the Gibbs free energy of evaporation Gev  ΔGlg.4,5 The
evaporation enthalpy (Qev(T) > 0) contributing to Gev(T) can be estimated for liquid n-dodecane as6

Qev (T )  q (1  T / Tc ) m ,

(S3)

where q = 77.1658 kJ/mol and m = 0.407 are the equation constants, and Tc = 658.2 K is the critical
temperature for n-dodecane. Using Eq. (S3), one can estimate changes in Gev as4,5

Gev (T )  Glg (T0 ) Qev (T ) / Qev (T0 ) ,

(S4)

where ΔGlg = ΔGs = Gg  Gl, T0 = 298.15 K. The estimation of Gev(T) based on Eq. (S4) is more
reliable than direct QC calculation of Gev(T) at high temperatures,4,5 using ωB97X-D/cc-pVTZ and
SMD/ωB97X-D/cc-pVTZ. Eq. (S4) can slightly overestimate a decrease in Gev with temperature due
to different changes in the entropy with temperature for different conformers in the gas and liquid
phases. For example, conformer S1 is characterised by small relative changes in the entropy with
temperature: ΔΔSgl,298K  ΔΔSgl,450K = 0.0028 kJ mol1 K1 based on calculations using ωB97XD/cc-pVTZ and SMD/ωB97X-D/cc-pVTZ at 298.15 K and 450 K. There is a similarity in changes in
the entropy with temperature for the same conformer in the gas and liquid phases, despite the fact that
ΔSg > ΔSl. Thus, the temperature dependence of the Gibbs free energy of evaporation of each
conformer is controlled mainly by changes in the enthalpy. Therefore, one can assume that Eq. (S4)
can be used for calculations of all conformers considered in our study, despite a certain increase in the
entropy contribution into the Gibbs free energy due to the CDM during the transfer of the molecules
between the liquid and gas phases.
There is a qualitative agreement between the values of  (or related parameters, e.g.  4,5,7,8) vs.
temperature computed using various MD FF approaches,9-16 transition state theory (TST),17,18 and
2

other methods4,5,7,8,19 and those estimated from experimental data.17 Scatter in the values of  obtained
using various methods for the same compound at the same conditions typically increases with
increasing temperature. This can be caused by low-temperature calibration of some parameters used in
theoretical methods, which are applied to the analysis of evaporation/condensation at much higher
temperatures. To avoid this problem, certain correction factors based on the experimental data have
been used.4-6
The condensation coefficient, g, which is close to the evaporation coefficient for the systems
in equilibrium or quasi-equilibrium state, can be estimated in terms of thermodynamic potentials17,20,21
1  g

g

 Gv l
 exp 
 RT


.


(S5)

where ΔGvl = Gl  Gv is the difference between the Gibbs free energies of molecules in liquid and
vacuum. Some limitations of a similar approach based on the transition state theory (TST), e.g. related
to the energy parameters characterising condensation, were discussed previously.17,20,21 Our analysis is
based on a similar approach. Here, more accurate calculation of Gibbs free energies was used taking
into account conformerisation effects and changes in the densities of both phases and the evaporation
enthalpy with temperature (vide infra). Note that condensation of nonpolar alkane molecules occurs
almost without the energy barrier; therefore, we do not focus on the activation free energy in our
study. The changes in the Gibbs free energy ΔGgl in Eq. (S5) are estimated using QC methods.4,5,7,8
The values of ΔG used in Eqs. (S1) and (S5) were calculated from the corresponding sums of
electronic and thermal free energies for selected conformers in the vacuum and liquid phases (adding
the terms related to the solvation effects) using QC DFT and SMD methods (see Tables S1-S3). The
geometry of all conformers (see Table S1) was optimised using ωB97X-D/cc-pVTZ. To correct
function g(T) taking into account the contribution of the gas phase, one can assume that the fraction

3

of molecules evaporated into a vacuum to produce the gas phase is determined by the following
equation

1  g

g

 G 
 exp  lv  .
 RT 

(S6)

where ΔGlv is the change in the Gibbs free energy upon transfer of a molecule from a liquid state
into a vacuum to form the gas phase from an evaporated liquid. The value of g should be subtracted
from g to consider the transfer between gas (instead of vacuum) and liquid phases: Δ(T) = g(T) 

g(T); Δ(T) is the condensation/evaporation coefficient in equilibrium between the liquid and gas
phases.
Simplified approaches to estimate the values of  using the TST are based on the expressions21

V,g  [1  (Vl / Vg )1/3 ]exp(Gev / RT )

V  [1  (Vl / Vg )1/3 ]exp{0.5 / [(Vg / Vl )1/3  1]} ,

(S7)
(S8)

where Vl and Vg are the specific volumes of the liquid and gas phases, respectively. In Eq. (S7),
changes in the gas density vs. T are ignored in the exponential term. Subscript V indicates that the
expression for β explicitly depends on the specific volumes. The ratio Vl/Vg was computed from the
corrected ratio (vide infra) of the liquid density2 and the gas density using the equation of state for real
gases22


 A  
p   RT 1   
 ,
   


(S9)

where p is the pressure,  = Tc/T,  = /c,  and c = 1.33 mol/dm3 are the density and critical density
of n-dodecane, respectively, and A is the Helmholtz free energy:22
A( , )   (n1 0.32  n2 1.23  n3 1.5 )   2 [n4 1.4  n5 0.07  n6 5 0.8  n7 2.16 exp( )] 
n8 5 1.1 exp( )   exp( 2 )(n9 4.1  n10 3 5.6 )   3 exp( 3 )(n11 14.5  n12 12 )

,

4

with constants n1, n2,…n12 given in Table S4. Nonlinear equation (S9) was solved numerically for the
gas density of n-dodecane. The density of liquid n-dodecane (l) vs. temperature was calculated from
the following expression6
n

l (T )  ab  (1T /T ) ,
c

(S10)

where a = 0.2344, b = 0.25231, and n = 0.2896 are constants.
To estimate the specific volume ratios in Eqs. (S7) and (S8), we need to take into account that
gas density depends on the amount of evaporated conformers:
G g  l
Vl g
,

exp
Vg l
RT

(S11)

Substitution of Eq. (S11) into Eq. (S8), gives the expression for the evaporation coefficient taking into
account the CDM effects. In this case, the expression for the condensation coefficient averaged over
the states of various conformers transferred between two phases can be presented as:
V

 
Gg l

g
 1   exp
RT
  l

1/3







 
Gg l


g
 exp 0.5   exp
RT
 l









1/3


 1



1


.




(S12)

where the brackets in  V indicate the above-mentioned averaging.
Also, g described by Eq. (S5) was re-written for average  g taking into account the transfers
of various conformers (Eqs. (S1) and (S2))

1  g

g

 exp

Gvl
RT

.

(S13)

A similar equation was written for the average correction,  g , and then for average corrected
evaporation coefficient   =  g   g . Eq. (S7) was re-written taking into account transfers of
various conformers between two phases

5

 V,g


G g  l
  g
 1   exp
RT
   l

1/3






G g  l

.
 exp
RT


The equation for the averaged (by states of N conformers) evaporation rate  i ( i  j )

(S14)

4,5,7,8

of the

ith-molecule (which can be in a different conformer state) from the jth cluster or nano- or microdroplet (hereafter referred to as droplets), taking into account CDM effects, can be re-written in the
form:

 i ( i  j )  bij

G g  l
p
,
exp
kBTn0
RT

(S15)

where bij is the collision rate of the ith molecule with the jth droplet calculated using the kinetic gas
theory,4,5,7,8 n0 is the initial number of molecules in a droplet, p is the reference pressure. For
simplicity, the Gibbs free energy of a microdroplet with a very large n0 (n0  1.46108 in a
microdroplet of radius 2.65 m is considered in our analysis) is assumed to be unaffected by the
removal of a single molecule. The CDM is assumed to take place not only in a certain phase but also
during possible changes in conformer states during the transfer of molecules from liquid to gas phase
and vice versa. This effect depends on the population of states of various conformers in both phases
and can affect the values of  and  vs. temperature and pressure.
The geometries of 95 n-dodecane conformers optimised using the ωB97X-D/cc-pVTZ
method23 are shown in Table S1. The sums of electronic and thermal free energies for these
conformers in the gas and liquid (dodecane medium) phases are shown in Tables S2 (cc-pVTZ) and
S3 (cc-pVDZ).
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Table S1. Conformers of n-dodecane (visualisation is performed using ChemCraft 1.7/38224).

S1
S2

S3

S5

S6

S8

S9

S4

S7

S12
S10

S11

S13

S14

S15

S17
S16

S19

S22

S18

S20

S21

S24
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S23

S25

S26

S29

S27

S30

S28

S33
S31

S32

S35

S36

S34

S37

S39
S38

S42
S41
S40

S43
S44

S45
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S47
S46

S49

S48

S50

S51

S54
S52

S53

S57
S55

S58

S56

S59

S60

S63

S61

S62

S64

S65

S66
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S68

S69

S67

S70
S71

S72

S75
S73

S76

S74

S77

S78

S80

S81

S83

S84

S79

S82

S85
S86

S87
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S88

S90
S89

S92
S91

S94

S93

S95
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Table S2. Sum of electronic and thermal free energies for n-dodecane conformers in the gas (ωB97X-D/cc-pVTZ) and liquid (SMD/ωB97X-D/cc-pVTZ) phases.
Conformer Free energy,
Free energy,
Conformer Free energy,
Free energy,
Conformer Free energy,
Free energy,
gas (Ha)
liquid (Ha)
gas (Ha)
liquid (Ha)
gas (Ha)
liquid (Ha)
1
-472.672861
-472.683897
33
-472.666819
-472.677786
65
2
-472.671955
-472.683668
34
-472.667748
-472.678665
66
3
-472.673521
-472.684762
35
-472.675919
-472.683376
67
-472.670459
-472.679261
4
-472.669991
-472.681439
36
-472.671182
-472.682571
68
5
-472.673067
-472.685107
37
-472.671964
-472.681410
69
-472.670770
-472.679867
6
-472.671544
-472.683589
38
-472.668438
-472.679998
70
7
-472.672687
-472.680659
39
-472.671322
-472.682050
71
8
-472.672774
-472.684828
40
-472.669002
-472.680389
72
-472.669850
-472.680589
9
-472.673212
-472.686184
41
-472.671980
-472.683730
73
10
-472.669906
-472.681049
42
-472.670167
-472.679637
74
11
-472.669804
-472.679133
43
-472.673422
-472.680413
75
-472.666560
-472.677692
12
-472.675212
-472.685893
44
-472.672426
-472.680146
76
-472.666759
-472.678866
13
-472.672504
-472.681944
45
-472.671954
-472.682834
77
14
-472.671916
-472.683465
46
-472.669203
-472.679901
78
-472.667880
-472.678390
15
-472.671710
-472.682647
47
-472.669624
79
16
-472.670279
-472.679715
48
80
-472.666489
-472.677570
17
-472.669692
-472.681345
49
-472.672894
-472.683414
81
-472.669385
-472.677278
18
-472.667835
-472.678967
50
82
19
-472.669889
-472.680603
51
-472.668302
-472.679393
83
-472.666826
-472.677891
20
-472.671695
-472.684512
52
84
-472.663619
-472.674752
21
-472.672225
-472.683415
53
-472.668599
-472.680286
85
-472.668170
-472.677190
22
-472.668706
-472.679769
54
86
-472.664836
-472.676118
23
-472.671085
-472.682521
55
-472.670226
-472.677905
87
-472.667376
-472.678708
24
-472.669610
-472.680499
56
-472.671101
-472.680866
88
-472.667298
-472.678691
25
-472.667748
-472.678665
57
89
26
-472.670753
-472.679134
58
-472.672047
-472.682414
90
-472.664286
-472.674884
27
-472.668744
-472.681313
59
91
28
-472.669767
-472.681307
60
92
-472.671255
-472.683714
29
-472.666725
-472.677911
61
-472.672385
-472.684404
93
30
-472.670599
-472.677483
62
94
-472.664719
-472.675590
31
-472.669418
-472.680500
63
95
-472.666980
-472.678400
32
-472.664644
-472.676310
64
-472.668540
-472.679033
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Table S3. Sum of electronic and thermal free energies for n-dodecane conformers in the gas (ωB97X-D/cc-pVDZ) and liquid (SMD/ωB97X-D/cc-pVDZ) phases.
Conformer Free energy,
Free energy,
Conformer Free energy,
Free energy,
Conformer Free energy,
Free energy,
gas (Ha)
liquid (Ha)
gas (Ha)
liquid (Ha)
gas (Ha)
liquid (Ha)
1
-472.523718
-472.536180
33
-472.520183
-472.530974
65
-472.521258
-472.531988
2
-472.524363
-472.536351
34
-472.520227
-472.530733
66
-472.521092
-472.535909
3
-472.524183
-472.534954
35
-472.522014
-472.533605
67
-472.523290
-472.531588
4
-472.520231
-472.533893
36
-472.522860
-472.533491
68
-472.520088
-472.530932
5
-472.524272
-472.535570
37
-472.520817
-472.531709
69
-472.520157
-472.531259
6
-472.522554
-472.533916
38
-472.518704
-472.529637
70
-472.521681
-472.533326
7
-472.521138
-472.531907
39
-472.520834
-472.531253
71
-472.519173
-472.529417
8
-472.523033
-472.533925
40
-472.519083
-472.530369
72
-472.520002
-472.530391
9
-472.521465
-472.532437
41
-472.522361
-472.532853
73
-472.519311
-472.528971
10
-472.521094
-472.531911
42
-472.521709
-472.531024
74
-472.519075
-472.533321
11
-472.522214
-472.532445
43
-472.520703
-472.531837
75
-472.519283
-472.530435
12
-472.525748
-472.535872
44
-472.521838
-472.531726
76
-472.517149
-472.528536
13
-472.522719
-472.534085
45
-472.520625
-472.531331
77
-472.518441
-472.530409
14
-472.521392
-472.532285
46
-472.519323
-472.532943
78
-472.518025
-472.528077
15
-472.521383
-472.532118
47
-472.519468
-472.529485
79
-472.519426
-472.530537
16
-472.518722
-472.529702
48
-472.519044
-472.529678
80
-472.517587
-472.528147
17
-472.521900
-472.533374
49
-472.520546
-472.531326
81
-472.519305
-472.529777
18
-472.518747
-472.529494
50
-472.520860
-472.531845
82
-472.520128
-472.530010
19
-472.521103
-472.533524
51
-472.520757
-472.531207
83
-472.516835
-472.527435
20
-472.521806
-472.532981
52
-472.518332
-472.528944
84
-472.515996
-472.526813
21
-472.523320
-472.532183
53
-472.520625
-472.528597
85
-472.518306
-472.529383
22
-472.521439
-472.532268
54
-472.521579
-472.531200
86
-472.517011
-472.527439
23
-472.523563
-472.532066
55
-472.518318
-472.528802
87
-472.517735
-472.528359
24
-472.520825
-472.531337
56
-472.521281
-472.532749
88
-472.521096
-472.531650
25
-472.520227
-472.530733
57
-472.521579
-472.532758
89
-472.521096
-472.531650
26
-472.520093
-472.530484
58
-472.522345
-472.532352
90
-472.516688
-472.524514
27
-472.520094
-472.529550
59
-472.520709
-472.531497
91
-472.519814
-472.530577
28
-472.521146
-472.532177
60
-472.520944
-472.531976
92
-472.522065
-472.533743
29
-472.519135
-472.529929
61
-472.522680
-472.533734
93
-472.520834
-472.531253
30
-472.518375
-472.529393
62
-472.519506
-472.530722
94
-472.514829
-472.525507
31
-472.522044
-472.530218
63
-472.521182
-472.531012
95
-472.518889
-472.530004
32
-472.517217
-472.526370
64
-472.517774
-472.528187
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TABLE S4. Constants for the Helmholtz free energy (for real gas) of n-dodecane.22
Parameter

Value

n1
n2
n3
n4
n5
n6
n7
n8
n9
n10
n11
n12

1.38031
2.85352
0.288897
0.165993
0.0923993
0.000282772
0.956627
0.0353076
0.445008
0.118911
0.0366475
0.0184223

Fig. S1 shows the results of heating of a nanodroplet with 64 molecules of n-dodecane (MD
with MM+).

(a) Initial structure with unbent
molecules

(b) The structure after heating at 293 K for 27 ps

(d) The structure after subsequent heating at 489 K
for 40 ps
(c)
The structure after subsequent
heating at 400 K for 20 ps
14

(e) The structure after subsequent heating at 650 K for 20 ps
FIG. S1. The structures of an n-dodecane nanodroplet with 64 molecules predicted by MD with
MM+: (a) initial structure, (b)-(e) structures after heating at 293, 400, 489, and 650 K for 27, 40, 20,
and 20 ps, respectively (for heating at higher temperature, the structures predicted after heating at
lower temperature were used).
The values of <V> versus normalised temperature, inferred from calculations based on the
ωB97X-D/cc-pVTZ method for 73 and 95 conformers, are shown in Fig. S2. As one can see from this
figure, the effect of the number of conformers used in calculations (73 and 95) on the values of <V>
is weak and can be safely ignored in practical applications.
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FIG. S2. The effect of the number of conformers (73 and 95) on the values of <V>. The calculations
were performed using the ωB97X-D/cc-pVTZ method.
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